
THE SPORT OF CROSS COUNTRY RUNNING

Cross country running is a sport in which teams and individuals run a race on open-air courses over natural terrain such
as dirt or grass. Sometimes the runners.

Most matches are parts of different cross country leagues, which are organized on an ad hoc basis. Is that on
the track? In middle school, races are more serious and are divided by grade and gender. Since , the Nike
Cross Nationals have offered an alternative national championship, focused on teams rather than individuals.
In scoring, the places in which team members finish e. Similar to a road race, there will be a mad dash from
the starting line. And your team coach? Secondary school-aged students are also to compete at local schools
races, with a set number of students qualifying for county level, at which there is a further race to be eligible
for the relevant national schools cross country race e. The idea is not to run the downhill as fast as
possibleâ€”instead it is to run fast, but controlled. Gete Wami â€” won twice at the World long course and
once at the short. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. That post-race cool-down is super important.
They are usually no more than one mile meters in distance and allow the body to stay in shape, but still rest
some before a race. Formerly included on the Olympic program, cross-country was dropped after as not
suitable for summer competition. Except for the championship race, no race t-shirt, its very low frills. You
want to get yourself in the best position possible without killing yourself to do so. These vary from large, high
quality leagues, such as the London Metropolitan Cross Country League , Birmingham League, Hampshire
League, Essex League and Surrey League which is unusual in requiring ten runners to score to small, local
leagues such as the Gloucestershire AA league , and individual clubs can and typically are member of several
leagues. In France first competed in this championship, followed by Belgium in ; Italy, Luxembourg, Spain,
and Switzerland first competed in ; and other countries entered the international competition after World War
II. If you know where you are, you know where the hills will be or when to start your final kick to the finish
line. I can only hope that your first race will be on the smaller side. Instead, the goal is to learn to employ a
steady effort rather than set an even pace. Over the course of a few weeks of doing these, the times on the
uphill sections improve steadily, as expected, but most people see a dramatic improvement on the downhill
sections. The more course-specific your preparation, the better. The field was the older students ages , who
were supposedly the pursuing huntsmen. Spending time becoming proficient at going up and down is the
surest way to faster race times. Many other famous schools followed suit in holding annual cross-country
races. There probably will be mile markers, but no one calling out splits. Sweden took gold in , and Finland ,
led by Paavo Nurmi , captured the gold in and  What is Cross Country Running? The first meters will be
chaos. Being left behind at this stage puts you at a disadvantage as the course narrows and passing becomes
more tactical. IAAF standard distances for international competition are not less than 12, metres 7. This time
there would be a marked course. Unfortunately, there are no course maps on-line since unlike road races, cross
country races do not have to be "certified. As you move back in the pack, the slowing into each obstacle is
more severe as a greater number of people attempt to negotiate the obstacle. John Ngugi â€” first man to win
five World Cross Country titles, including four consecutively in the late s. During the race in the Paris heat
wave, only 15 of the 38 competitors reached the finish. This effort is plenty fast enough to improve her
mechanics, efficiency, speed, and strength such that she can establish a solid position for herself the first to
meters of a race and be able to settle into the race without undue stress or strain. So when you modestly say
you are a mid-pack or back-of-the-pack runner, you are linking yourself to those young hounds of the early s.
Because of the varying difficulty of courses, world records are not maintained. American Doris Brown won
five consecutive individual titles between and  Also, there are county championships, area championships
North, South, and Midlands , the national championship whose location rotates around the three areas , and the
Inter-Counties Championship organise by the UK Counties Athletics Union , where runners compete for their
counties and not their clubs. Every state offers cross country as a high school sport for boys and girls.


